The class of surfaces.
For each integer n ^ 1 let [α 2Λ _i, &2»-J and [b 2n , a 2n ] denote closed intervals of the real line satisfying 0 < «2»-i < b 2 n-ι < hn and b 2n+1 < b 2n < a 2% . Let S n denote a copy of the w-sphere. 
The uniformizing function.
F is a simply connected, open Riemann surface and is thus either parabolic or hyperbolic. There is a unique analytic one-to-one mapping f(z) which maps {\z\ < r ^ <^} onto F and satisfies /(0) -0 e S ι and /'(0) = 1. An argument similar to that in [2, p. 1137] shows that f(z) is real if z is real. For notation let f(δ k ) = 0eS k , f(y k ) = -eS k , f(a k ) = a k and /(^&) = b k . The image of S t under /^(z) is a region containing the origin and bounded by a Jordan curve C 1 which is symmetric about the real axis. For n > 1 the image of S n is an annular region about the origin bounded by two Jordan curves, C W _ L and C n , each symmetric about the real axis. For n ^ 1, C n intersects the real axis at a n and β n only. Furthermore,
The closed surfaces and rational functions.
Let F n denote the surface formed from the first 2n sheets of F with the cut along [b 2n , a 2n ] on S 2n deleted. F n is an elliptic surface so there is a unique rational function R n {z) mapping the ^-sphere one-to-one and onto F n which satisfies R n (0) = 0eS ί9 R n (oo) = co e S 2n and R f n {Q) = 1. For notation let R n {S k J = 0eS k , R n (Ύ k J = oo e S k , R n (a k ,») = a k and R n (β k , n ) = 6^. Also, throughout the following the notation 1 -z/a φ = α*, 1 -//S^ = /9|, 1 -2/7^ = 7* and 1 -z/δ φ -δ$ is used. Then 623 and since R n {z) and R' n (z) must contain exactly these factors. The zeros and poles of R n (z) and the points corresponding to the branch points of F n are real and their ordering is similar to that for f(z).
Proof. Let D n be the plane with (-co, β 2n -ιn\ on the real axis deleted. Let Δ n be the domain in the plane which is the interior of the curve C 2n excluding the segments [β 2n , β 2n~λ and [y 2n , a 2n ]. Then ψ n (z) = f~ι[R n {z)] maps Ό n onto A n . An argument similar to that in [2, p. 1138] shows that F cannot be hyperbolic so that F is parabolic. Thus f(z) maps the plane onto F. Furthermore, the sequence {D n } converges to its kernel which is the plane.
LEMMA 2. R n (z) -> f(z) subuniformly (uniformly on compact subsets) in the plane as n-+oo.
Furthermore, δ ktn -+δ k ,y k>n -+y k ,a kιn -* a k and β k>n -β k as n->c°.
Proof. Since the sequences of domains {D n } and {Λ n } converge to their kernels which in both cases is the plane then the sequence {f~ι[R n {z)\} converges subuniformly in the plane [3, p. 18 ] to the identity. Hence R n {z) -* f(z) subuniformly in the plane. It follows from Hurwitz's theorem that δ k>n -> δ k , y k , n -> y k , a kn ->a k and β kt% ->
converges subuniformly in the plane.
Proof. Since δ k -• oo and 7^-^00 as k -• 00 then if R > 0 there is an integer n 0 = n Q (R) > 1 such that for k :> n Q -1 both δ k > R and y k > R. Thus, log [δΐ/yt] is defined for \z\ ^ R. Since for k ^ 1, 0 < δ 2k < 7 2fc < y 2k+ί < δ 2k+ί , then for n ^ 0, p ^ 0 and \z\ ^ i?, Let v -v n denote the coefficient of z in this series expansion. For n ^ 1 and k > 1, 0 < y k w < α fc>Λ and for & ^ 1, /5 fc n < 0 so that, 2/7 ltΛ -l/a un -v n = B n + Σ£ΐ(l/α*. ~ 1/τ* J -Σf=ΐl/7^ < B n < 0. As noo, log Rή(z) -> log /'(#) subuniformly in the plane and thus,
Hence the sequence {B n } is bounded. The remaining two sequences are bounded below and the inequalities C n < v n + l/a UH -l/τ lfH and -A* < C» + 1M,» -1/Ti f » show they are bounded above.
LEMMA 6. The series ΣϊU 1/A» Σ?=i 1/τ*, Σ?=i 1/α* α^d Σ?= 2 1/«* convergent.
Proof. Each of these series is monotone. Using Lemma 2 and the notation and results of Lemma 5 it follows for p ^ 1 that as n -> oo, -oo < lim inf £" ^ lim Σ 1/A, = Σ I/ft < 0 .
Thus the first series converges. Σ?=il/^& converges since it is monotone increasing and for p ^ 1 and n -> oo, l/7i,» ^ lim sup C w < oo .
fc=l fc=l
The remaining two series have positive terms and are dominated by convergent series since for k > 1, 0 < l/δ A+1 < l/a k < I/T*. Thus, they also converge. Proof. This follows from Lemma 6. As a further consequence of Lemma 6 both Q{z) and Π{z) may also be expressed as a quotient of products.
Proof. For some R>0 both Q(z) and R'JP) are analytic and nonzero in IzI < R. Hence, for \z\ < R,
From Lemmas 5 and 6 there exists M > 0 such that for n ^ 1 "ZIM. < M and Σ 1/α* < M .
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Also, for k ^ 1 and n Ξ> 1, a k < α A+1 and α Λ , Λ < α A+1 , w so that It follows that f(z) is bounded in V 2 If z e V 2 and z e C 2n then 0 < b 2n < /(«) so that {6 2 J is bounded. This is a contradiction since b 2n+1 < 6 2% Thus 5^0. A similar argument shows 3 ^ 0 so that d = 0. 
